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I12.ny 2.c ti vi ties th(:; te2.cher Ci::n to 
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tourth of 8 marbles means that all the marbles are divided 
into 4 equal groups, with each group having 2 marbles in it 
(soe Figure 5). Thus 1/4 or 8 marbles is 2 marbles. such 
Group of 8 Marbles 
8 
.-----------~,-...---------. 
,,..-o o o o o o""""-
'----'1 
1/4 or a 
Figure 5 
eriences will help the child see that a fraction can be a 
part of a group or things. The reader will note that the 
marbles we~e considered as a sin le group before the division 
into 4 equal sub-groups. 
The use of class discussions. Class discussions are 
often valuable means or helping pupils realize how often they 
use fractions in daily living. The meaning ot 1/2- y home, 
half past 2:00, 1/2 pound, 1/2 dollar, et cetera, might be 
considered in such discussions. Again, stress is placed on 
the eq,..lity or the size or parts. 
The use of diagrams dra'Wtl on the blackboard and on 
paper. Af'te:r other first-ham experiences with concrete ob-
jects similar to those presented earlier in this chapter, the 
9 
student can progress to the use of such semi-concrete material 
s diagrams and pictures; and finally to abstract ideas ex-
ressed by the written symbol. Many different diagrams, 
similar to those presented in Figure 6 1 can be used to help 
upils understand fractions. A different number of' parts can 
v. I ,,., ,,, ' ~. 
I I 
Figure 6 
be colored to show the meaning of the numerator . 'When discuss-
ing 1/3 of a circle, the teacher or the students can color one 
or the 3 equal parts red . 
10 
Drawings such as those shown in Figure 7 might be 
m ographed on paper or drawn on the blackboard by the teacher . 
PUpils could be asked to tell or write which figure shows 
halves, which is divided into thirds or fourths , or which 
figures do not show fractional parts accurately . 
Figure 7 
The use of fractional charts and disks . Fractional 
charts and circular disks are helpful when developing the 
concept of equivalent fractions . A chart and a disk which 
11 
the teacher can construct on large pieces of cardboard tor 
demonstration purposes are shown 1n Figure 8. The pupils can 
make similar visual aids on sheets of paper. Other charts 
end disks can be made to show fractions not included in Figure 
a. B. using these charts the student can discover fractions 
which are equal. Fram a list or equivalent fractions, such 
y• 
y., 
1., •I, 
I I I I I - - - - -''- ,, ,, ,, ,. 
Disk 
••c 
.,., 
•/1 "• 
I - ..l. .J.. .!. ,. ,,. ,. II 
Chart 
Figure 8 
v~ 
,t., ,,., 
'le v, ~ ,,, 
J.. I .!. .!. - .L ~ I -" 4 ,. ,,. M ,. ,a 
s tb t list presented which follows, the pupils can easily 
discover that the size of a fraction does not change if the 
numerator and the i enominator are multiplied or divided by 
the same non-zero number. 
1/? 
ll (.., _.-. 
L/. I ' -, - .. 
1 .·-,;, ·.·. _._:_·, ..L· ·, 
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1;:::· = c,l. /1 ;1· c:, _.,_ >·,J 
1 = 1/1 = 8/? = l •'"'. /1 .-~ ~--·, -·-·· o;-· c, U J.r·. 
1 /;c ( •. :.-==·;10 .. , . 
?/8 6/ l::'. 1/? 
!:':/H = 1C;/lC '/~ :-:: lC/1? 
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14 
denominators or two fractions are the same, the fraction nth 
the larger numerator is the larger of the two fractions. 
These two concepts are shown in Figure 9. One-half is larger 
tan 1/4 and 5/6 is larger than 1/6. 
, .. 
Figure 9 
A sound understanding of such concepts as these cannot 
be achieved by memorization of textbook rules or of rules given 
by the teacher. The student needs to have many firsthand ex-
periences similar to those described in the first section of 
his chapter. From the experiences gained by participating 
in these activities the learner should be able to acquire an 
understanding of these concepts tor himlelf. Activities in-
volving tractions should not be given too rapidly for the 
student must have time to make discoveries for himself. 
The size or fractional parts should be stressed because 
the equality and the inequality of parts are of vital impor-
tance in the addition and subtraction of fractions. Of first 
im ortanc here is the necessity for denominators to be of the 
se.:rae size or measure in order to be added. Quarts must be 
added to quaTts, a.ncl · ints to :, 1ints, not q-t)_e.rt.s tu )int.s. In 
the same me.nner j_t cEn be sl10·'. 1 1 tbat : .. : i:tl t ;3 
cannot be adclec. in their :,~irssent fo:i::::.n. I{ei tl:.c1~ c2n n i'ourths 
and 3 eighths be a.dcled e.s these cr .. 12.nti ties nm:- st.2nd. In 
both exa..'TI~ le s t ~ . """ '"' .c.e sizes or 't . .C!8 1nects11:res 01~ parts are differ-
ent. Before u1/'.ing :::: qua.rts and .._; pints the sti-K':.ents 1::ust 
change ;? qu2rts to f:: pints. Then t:he 2 c~uc.nti ties c2.n be 
added because bot}1 i1:volv,2; tl-::·2 some mcasu.re; nc:,mel:.·, )ints. 
In simil2.r f2.shion ? i'01::rths ci.nd '.':· eighths cannot be 2.cl(ed 
until 2 fourths is chaTiged ta 4 eighths. 
then beth inv:,l V·8 eighths, i~Lich ;:,.re ymrts ,::,f t:;,e srr,1e size. 
plus 
eighths e.~uals 7 eiz~:t:0 s is 1/i?, .;. 2J8 = 7 /3. It sb.oulc: be 
noted t~:2.t tj e denorn.irn-,.tors cf t}0 i:o f'rc.ctions eTe nut ed,~ed 
tells us the size of e2ch part. It is nec·ssery to h2ve the 
size of eech ~art ~- .. 11us, 
16 
blackto2.rc1 th2-t is 1 ~ra:'d 2.nd 1 foot il1 lc'!ngth. The cle.ss 
can tben see that the line is neither t,-,o yc:Tds :1c~c t~7C. fest 
minute, er a :, uart ano_ a. ge.lJ_cm c;:,21 b'o usccl t,:, illustrate the 
be c?.Cl·~lecl. 
~hl:t!J it cc..n be sl1.o-: '.'T1 tl1a. t B. c crr::!011 6.t::;11c1nin.2_ t::or ls 
needed tefors fractions c2~ be 2d a5 er 2ubtr&ct 
size of ttte lllli ts to be ad.::'_ed or subtT·e.ctocl rrt..tst lJe t}.1e s2 __ r1e. 
they stc,.nd bc:cc.use t:;.·,2.t ·wo1J.J_,I he like e.cldL-;r; r? . les and or2i21ges. 
fra.cti,:Ls. Here bot> fractio, s invc,lve 2.pr:,les, and thoy- still 
befo~e they can~ 
necc~ss2r' to sxure.ss e2ch fr;:;ction in terms cf 2.rt::; of t}.1e 
fourths of 2.n e p~:·le 2.nd ·we t>en c'.re cor:ibining ~-fourths Gp]:·le 
vith 1-fourth ar_:lc, ,3c'\C11 frc.ctio:1 irvolving :arts of tl:.e SE'De 
size; mui1ely, :fourths -,f e.n 2.::;;le. The tec.c:'.C:l' ~-:ho tells PUlJils 
17 
they have parts or the same size, and the equality of the parts 
1nvolved is the crucial consideration. 
understanding equivalent fractions. Equivalent 
tractions are fractions which are equal but have different 
numerators and different denominators. one-halt is equal to 
/4 but the numerators and the denominators are different. 
The students need to participate in activities which 
'Ir.ill help them understand that 1/2. 2/4. Concrete objects 
of the same size can be divided into halves and into fourths 
so the student can compare the sizes of 1/2 and 2/4. Rubber 
bands on two cardboards the same size will illustrate the 
same concept. A fractional chart such as is shown 1n Figure 
a, page 11, can be used to find that 1/2 is e ual to ~/4. 
.,, I ,,., 
Figure 10 
The diagram in Figure 10 11-
lustrates another way or show-
ing that l./2. 2/4. By par-
ticipating in the activities 
just mentioned, the student 
will be able to discover that 
1/3: 2/6, 1/2 = 5/10, 5/4 = 
12/161 and so on. 
The student should be able to discover from a list of 
e~uivalent fractions that the size of a traction does not 
change when both the numerator and the denominator are multi-
plied or divided by the same non-zero number. For instance, 
1/~ = ~ -.r ~ = : :/C • 
t_.' 
ver:· t11~~.t 
tt.ese t1-;o rocessos 
o od 
nu:1be:.~. 
c- ,... "'Y" r"• ('~_ 
;..,.:J,-.i·,-- ,.) 
r,"'!-~~.,.. f:"" 
,_,.!,. _,, ...... _ _. 
(.)1'1 E 
Also :;~· :·~? -t 2 
?,, -t ~., 
se~:1i-c :JnCI'e te 
-:;-_..,, __ ;Jtr; ctio11, r.:1121 t.i 
T-!o~,re~.rtJ::', it. is 
(.C\TS]_-
1.u1.i t en fr 2. c t:L o 'C' . .., . 
.ic:. :io:::, 
The student needs to tmc~ers tc.=:nc1 
,..,, -""' r ~~ ,-
;.., _,,:::.c-• \ 
~,-,·--. 
\..., t_. -· 
'tS :_J __ S 
19 
Fractions that are equal to or larger than one whole 
are called improper frac ions . The teacher can show 5/3 with 
t.e rubber bands on cardboards (see Figure 11). one cardboard 
,,, ,. I .,, I v, I r., I 
5/3: 3/3 f 2/.3 
5/3: 1 f 2/3 2 - 1 -3 
Figure 11 
h~s just 3 equal sized parts because the denominator is 3 . 
But there are still two more equal parts to use , so another 
c board is divided in o 3 equal parts . Two of the 3 equal 
arts are used on the second board . By actually manipulating 
the rubber bands the student should be able to see that 5/3 
is equal to 1 whole board and 2/3 of another . Another way 
to write this is 1 f . 
Semi- concrete material in the form of diagrams and 
ictures may be used to show the concept of an improper 
fraction. For example , the diagram 1n Figure~~, on page 20, 
shows that 7/4 is equal to 4/4 ot 1 circle./- 3/4 of another 
circle . Thus 7/4 = 4/4 ./- 3/4 . 1 ./- 3/4 . 1 i . Through 
t ese activities involving concrete and semi- concrete ma.ter-
i~ls , the students can be led to discover that an improper 
fraction may be changed to a whole or mixed number by dividing 
t enumerator by the denominator. 
'/,, ,., 
7/4 = 4/4 3/4 = 
Figure 12 
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Seven-fourths= 7 ~ 4 = l. Q. 
4 
1 
I y,, "' 
3/4 = 1 2 
4 
Many times after adding fractions the answer will be 
mixed number involving an 1: proper fraction. An example is 
~ ~. In order to understand tlat 3 ~. 4 ~' the student 
ne ds to see that 3 ~ = 3 /. 7/5. A review of the place value 
of the whole numbers may help at this point. Two hundred fifty-
four means 200 ~ 50 /. 4. In similar manner it can be shown 
tbE.t 3 ~ is equal to 3 /. 7/5. The improper fraction 7/5 can 
now be changed to 1 ~. The substitution of 1 i tor 7/5 1n 
3 /. 7/5 results 1n 3 /. 1 ~ :s 4 ~. Figure 13 illustrates 
these ideas. 
® 
3 7 - 3 /. 7/5 
5 -
3 /. 1 ~ = 4 2 5 
Figure 13 
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Changing a mixed number to an improper fraction involves 
8 process just the opposite of that involved in changing an 
1.mproper fraction to a mixed number. The use or cardboards 
and rubber bands will help the students develop understanding. 
e teacher can begin by showing that 7/4 is equal to 1 ~, 
(see Figure 14). Two boards can be divided into 4 equal parts. 
7/4: 
7/4 e 
4/4 
1 
Figure 14 
3/4 
3/4 = 1 ~ 
4 
All 4 parts or one board and 3 of the 4 parts on the second 
board will have to be used. Thus l i boards have been used. 
Now the students sho\ll.d be able to see from their boards that 
1: = 4/4; 3/4 = 7/4. 
Another means of developing an understanding of how 
to change a mixed number into an improper fraction is to 
begin by changing whole objects into fractional parts. Each 
whole object can be divided into ~/2, 3/3, 4/4, and so on. 
Three objects would equal 6/2, 9/3, 12/4 (see Figure 15 on 
age 22). 
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1 = 2/2 = 3/3 
2 - 4/2 = 6/3 
®\!) 
3 = 8/2 9/3 
Figure 15 
In a similar manner it can be shown that any whole 
number may be changed into an improper fraction. The numerator 
or the improper fr~ction is equal to the whole number times the 
denominator or the improper fraction. Five= 10/2 = 15/3, and 
~o on. The mixed number 2 l is e ~ual to 2 f 1/3. Since 2. 6/3, 
3 
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2 t = 6/3 f 1/3 = 7/3. Figure 16 illustrates this. 
O® 
2 l 
3 
2 l 
3 
= 
-
Figure 16 
3/3 f 3/3 f 1/3 = 7/3 
6/3 f 1/3 = 7/3 
Chapter I, which is now being concluded, bas laid the 
tolllldation tor a meaningful approach to the operational pro-
cedures with fractions. The basic concepts comprising this 
foundation were developed through pupil participation in many 
concrete, semi-concrete, and abstract activities. In Chapters 
II, III, and IV, 'Which are concerned with the fundamental 
operations or fractions, the writer assumes that the teacher 
has developed the basic concepts stressed in Chapter I. This 
assumption is made to avoid needless repetition. 
CHAPTER II 
tJNDERSTANDING THE ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS 
In Chapter II, some or the basic concepts necessary 
to understand the addition and subtraction or fractions are 
· onsidered. All concepts involved in these fundamental pro-
cesses are not discussed, merely those basic concepts which 
are encountered at certain crucial points. The basic con-
cepts at the crucial points must be understood by the students 
if the fundamental processes are to be meaningf'11.. Chapter II 
is written on the assumption that the teacher has laid the 
foundation of basic concepts considered in Chapter I. This 
assumption is made to avoid discussing repeatedly the activ-
ities and the concepts which actually are basic to all opera-
tional procedures 'W'ith tractions. 
I. UNDERSTANDING THE ADDITION OF FRACTIONS 
Addition of like tractions. Like tractions are 
tractions with denominators ot the same size. For instance, 
1/4 and 3/4 are like fractions because both have 4 as the 
denominator. When the denomina-
•I, 
Figure 17 
,,,, 
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1 quart I- y ,.., q ue.rts = 3 quarts 
l fourth I- 2 fourths = 3 fourths 
1/<1 I- 2/4 = 3/4 
In the cla.ssroom activity, the teacher could e;i ve the tlJ.ree 
exercises listed 2.bove, but not the answers. The 1:mpils would 
be a ~l,-e," tn P-""t ~-,..,e1· T' ,....,m an~ir""""'S ,.h.; cl1 c; ~!.O::l. '-.. ,_. 0 ,..:,. Vl;_ ... '..J \",.,. .:) ', .:..1. ' \'i ..... "'".l.. for pupils might 
welI inv·)lve the utilization of concrete objects which the 
teacher should always have available. The discussio,1 r:;erioc~, 
which occurs after ansi:-rers are obtained, .should focus 2.tten-
tion on the similarity of the three exercises and on the fact 
that the c:e:no:mina tors ( 4ths) of the fractions are not added 
any more than 11 qua1"'tn and nquartsn are added. Only the 1 and 
the 2 are added. The t1quartt1 and the 1Tfourt1111 tell merely 
the size of the quantities and are carJ~ied a.long as what might 
be called labels. 
In early phases of teaching the addition of fractions, 
it is helpful to 'i·Tri te the fractions in both the uord form 
and in the mathematical form. For ex21Y1ple: 
3 eighths/- 4 eighths. ? 
3/8 /- 4/8 = ? 
,Some othor exercises simil2.:r te> those related to 'JUart.s 83'8: 
") feet I- 3 feet = 5 feet ,~ 
2 eighths I- ..,. eighths h eighths 0 = ..., 
:?./8 I- "/8 c: = 5/8 
Ll ounces I- 7 01.ll1C8S = 11 01.U1C8S 
4 sixteenths~ 7 sixteenths= 11 sixteenths 
4/16 ~ 7/16 = ll/16 
The reader will note that in each preceding exercise, quan-
tities or parts of the same size are to be added. Teachers 
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ually characterize such exercises as having a "common de-
nominator." SUch a characterization, without stress on the 
equality ot the size ot parts which exists when there is a 
common denominator, can remove meaning from the situation to 
such a degree that pupils may be handicapped in all later 
work with fractions. For further discussion ot the denomi-
nator as a unit or measure or size, see pages 13-16. 
Cardboards with rubber bands can be used to show con-
retely why' the numerators but not the denominators ot like 
fractions are added. When adding l/3 ~ 1/31 for example, a 
cardboard may- be divided into thirds. The student can then 
see that 1/3 ~ 1/3 = 2/3 . If 5/6 J 4/6 are added1 as in 
Figure 181 one cardboard can be used to show 5/6 and another 
board to show 4/6. 'When the two tractions are combined, the 
, : i L 7 ' l 
,I , , - - -
' 1' ' • 
5/6 4/6 = 9/6 = 
Figure 18 
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students can find by counting that nine or the l/6•s are 
being used. From the same example it can be seen that 9/6 = 
1 whole board; 3/6 or another board, or 1 l boards. 
2 
Diagrams may be used to "icture the addition or like 
tractions. Figure 19 shows by the use of circles the addition 
of 3/8 and 7 /8. Ten-eighths is equal to 1 whole ; 2/8 or 1 l · 
3/8 7/8 = 10/8 
Figure 19 
The students should discover by actual participation 
in many concrete, semi-concrete, and abstract activities 
similar to those suggested on pages 25-27 that the numerators 
or like fractions are added but the denominators are not. The 
teacher should not give this rule to the student as something 
that is to be blind~ memorized. 
Adding unlike fractions. The basic concept of compara-
tive sizes or fractions is very important in understanding the 
addition of unlike tractions. For a discussion of the com-
parative sizes ot fractions, see pages 13-16. 
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Unlike fractions are :tractions With different denomi-
nators. This means that the numbers of equal parts into 
which two wholes are divided are different. One-half' means 
a whole is divided into 2 equal parts and 1/4 means a whole 
is divided into 4 equal parts. In Figure 20 it can be seen 
that 1/2 is larger than 1/4. 
Figure 20 
The teacher can now consider the exercise of adding 
\Dlequal units of measure. For example, l foot fl yard 
does not= 2 feet or 2 yards. Neither does 1/2 f 1/4 = 2/2 
or 2/4 because each fraction bas a different unit of measure. 
If l yard is changed to 3 feet, they can be added to l foot 
to get 4 feet. (1 yd., 1 rt.= 3 rt., 1 rt.= 4 rt.) It 
1/2 is changed to 2/4, it can be added to 1/4 to get 3/4. 
(1/2 f 1/4: 2/4 f 1/4: 3/4) 
Before pupils will understand the concept that onl7 
quantities or parts of the same size can be added, the 
teacher must call attention to the fact that units of length 
must be the same size before a number of those units can be 
added. For example, l toot f 3 feet can be added to get 4 
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feot because the unit of measure in both q_tmnti ties is the 
same (foot) • :Sut ) feet and :? inches cam1ot be 2.d(ec by com-
bining 2 and 2 because the tmi ts of meastrre in these ce.ses 
are different. To shoF the student that 2 fe<,;t /. 2 inches 
does not eq_1_1.c,_1 4 inches or <:: fest, the teache:." c2.n h2.ve the 
students drc:'.w on the blacl:board 2 line er~ual in lengtl1 to 2 
feet /. 2 inches. rJow the student can 2.ctu.a].ly mee.stu·e the 
line to find its length. If 2 feet a:-e change.:' to s-14 inches, 
the ~roblgn1, he~omec ?4 ~nC~PS I 0 1·nc~p~ ~~··i"ch v.i..,._,_. l' , ._...,. J ....: ...,. 1 1,.) 0 - • .- -· ...i. , ,1...,.._.. j ;..._., - ... L ....... ).:J' 1..J.l. .L ... 2c:uals 26 
inches. Potb the 24 and the ? now involve the sarne tmi t of 
measure (inches), e.nd can be addec:. by combi::1il1[; ?4 and 2. 
see Figure 21. 
I 
~(---2. ----+ 
1? ft. /. 2 in. = 24 in./. 2 in. = re in. 
Figure ?l 
The concept of c?H?.nging me2.sur 1:::s of ,"iffe:2."'snt sizes 
to measur0s of tr.1.0 s2r'le size can be 2.:;::'.:liec1. to tl:.c 2.6/i tion 
of fro.ctions ',:rhen the denominE~ tors are different. 171.1en the 
denomirn:1.tors of tvo :,0r2.ctici:ns c:.r-:? c':ifferent, the size of each 
fraction2l rart 
page 29) • The 1..mlike fr8.ctions must be che.ngec3- to like frac-
tions before the fractions c2_n be adc:Gd. Just 2.s 2 feet must 
be ch2.nged to ~4 iLche,s bsfo:c2 ": fe·:::t c;:-.1-.:. be e.d. e,:, to inc~1es, 
This rc,l:, tio::.shi1:, r:12.y be rr:?.::;entecl in the following :forr.1: 
2 fs8t / 0 inches - l. nc'i.., '.": .c __ , / n • 1 . , -~- r 1nc2es = 0 G incnes 
l ::v=:.lf I 1 fo1.1.rtl: - fourths I 1 fa·:.1.rth " f O 1.IT ·t 1-1 iS = - = ---, 
1 /') i 1/4 = ,., jl', I 1/t:1: = ./,i ....i...; ,,., I ,.. __ , --
ducei and discussed: 
·iints = G ·:ints 
·-::ouncls / 8 01-mce s = z;, ounces / O).l1C8S = <k, 0Ul1C•9S 
G fe,?t / S inc'.:.es = ?;; incJ.:.es / CJ inc11es = 81 inches 
7 ::l. f' ,_ cimes ::ic·:els = '.' n:..c::0ls / :~ nickels = E3 nickels 
,1_ gallons / :~ r:_u::-1.::~t~; 
,, ~-11 .... dc / 1 c•i",rf-11 
L-'..1..1 -'· .... i ,_., .. /.1.t..J ... = / 1 C' 1" v-1-'1' r:, / i-., ~~- V .L : c.· si::tl1s 
0/~ I 1/R - ~/G I 1/~ - S/6 •·~' I '-- / -- - ----1 ... , / -- ..... - ._. 
discussion of the above exercises should bring out 
the f2.ct tl":.c'. t in e:::c> c::ercis:: t· e E:.c:1 · i tion could not be ·,·1er-
to the fact that the uni ts of d.iffero~:t .size a!'e c · c,.ng,~ - to 
I)ints can then be 2..cl(.(:!(. to 1).2.il-
0 ·_-,i nts ) ,_. : .. _ " . 
ex2Jnples. E"'.:Jec:LE,.l E: t·i:e tion, howeve: , ne0ds to oe ci ven to 
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2 thirds/. 1 sixth. The unit of measure in 2 thirds is thirds 
but in 1 sixth, the unit or measure is sixths. Thus as dif-
ferent units of measure, they cannot be added as they stand. 
BU,t as Figure 22 shows, 2 thirds= 4 sixths. Now the problem 
is 4 sixths/. 1 sixth= 5 sixths. It the denominators were 
(~. 
2/3 = 
Figure 22 
4/6 
written with figures 
instead of words, 2 
thirds/. 1 sixth= 4 
sixths/. 1 sixth= 5 
sixths would look like 
this : '? /3 .;. 1/6 = 
4/6 /. 1/6 = 5/6. other 
examples similar to the following will help the student to 
understand that unlike fractions are changed to like fractions 
before addition can take place: 
3 fourths/. 5 eighths= 6 eighths/. 5 eighths= 11 eighths 
3/4 /. 5/8 = 6/8 /. 5/8 = 11/8 
2 fifths .;. 3 tenths = 4 tenths /. 3 tenths 
2/5 /. 3/10 : 4/10 /. 3/10 
= 7 tenths 
= 7/10 
A "common denominator" is the denominator of two or more 
like fractions. Because fractions must have the same unit ot 
measure betore they can be added, the denominators must be the 
same. In other words, fractions must have a "common denom1na-
torn before they can be added. Unlike fractions must first be 
changed to like tractions before addition can be completed. 
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A great deal or emphasis must be placed upon lillZ unlike 
tractions cannot be added as they stand. The student must 
understand by actually participating in concrete activities 
that measures of unequal sizes cannot be added until they are 
changed to measures of the same size. 
Pictures can be used to develop the understanding nec-
essary to add unlike fractions. Figure 23 shows a picture or 
1/4 /- 3/8 = 2/8 3/8 = 5/8 
Figure 23 
1/4 /- 3/8. The 1/4 is changed to 2/8 and added to 3/8 to get 
5/8. In Figure 24, page 34, 1/3 is to be added to 1/4. one-
third or a rectangle is colored red and 1/4 or another rectan-
gle of the same size is colored blue. Since 1/3 and 1/. are 
unlike fractions, they cannot be added until they are changed 
to like fractions; that is, to fractions involving units or 
the same size. Both l/3 and 1/4 can be changed to twelfths. 
One third = 4/12 and 1/4 = 3/12. No,· 4/19 can be added to 
3/12 to get 7/12. Other diagrams similar to those in Figure 
23 and Figure 24, can be drawn by the students to show the 
answers to 2/3 /- 1/4; 1/2 /- 1/5; 1/3 /- 3/8; 3/4 /- 5/12, and 
so on. 
1/3 
4/12 
l/4 
3/12 
Figure 24 
= 
--
? 
7/'J.2 
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Pages 10-11 and 17-18 present a detailed explanation 
of activities that can be used to make meaningful. the concept 
of raising the terms or a fraction . "Rai sing the terms 0£ a 
fraction" means that the numerator and the denominator of a 
traction are increased but the new fraction is not changed 
in size (1/2 = 2/4). Figure 25 shows that l/2 and 2/4 are the 
same size . By" participating in such activities the student 
l./2 2/4 
Figure 25 
shoul.d discover that the numerator and the denominator or a 
traction can be multiplied by the same non- zero number Yithout 
changing the value of the fraction. 
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Even after students understand why unlike fractions 
cannot be added until they are changed to like fractions , and 
how the terms or a fraction are raised, they may still have 
difficulty determ1n1ng a common denominator in certain exer-
cises. The students may recognize that 1/3.;. 1/6 cannot be 
added as they stand because the size of the fractional part 
in 1/3 is not the same as in 1/6, but they may not understand 
how to find a common denominator for 1/3.;. 1/6 so that 1/3 and 
1/6 can be made like fractions. Many activities involving 
concrete and semi-concrete materials should be used to help 
the student understand how to determine a common denominator 
for unlike fractions. 
one activity that may be used to help the children 
determine a comr.ion denominator for unlike fractions involves 
the use of cardboards and colored rubber bands . As shown in 
Figure 26, two cardboards may be used to show 1/3 and 1/6 • 
1/3 1/6 
Figure 26 
= 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• .
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I I 
I • 
6/6 or 1/2 
One board is divided into thirds with red bands and the other 
is marked into sixths with blue bands . The students can easily 
see by observing their boards that the 1/3 s~e piece can be 
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banged to 2 or the 1/6 size pieces by placing a blue rubber 
band between the red bands. Howeve1, 1/6 cannot be changed 
to thirds because 1/6 is already smaller than 1/3. Now the 
students can add 2/6 ~ 1/6 to get 3/6 because both 2/6 and 
1/6 are fractional parts of a sixth size. The answer is 3/6 
or 1/2. 
In the example 1/3 ~ 1/4., two cardboards may be used 
to represent 1/3 and 1/4. As shown 1n Figure 27., one board 
will have red bands to show thirds and. the other will have 
blue bands to show fourths. As seen from the boards., 1/4 is 
I 113 1 I [1;;J I I J = 1 
1/3 1/4 = ? 
Figure 27 
I 
emaller than 1/3, so 1/4 cannot be changed to thirds. But 
neither can 1/3 be changed to 1/4. Thus, both 1/3 and 1/4 
must be changed to fractions with the same denominator before 
they can be added but the common denominator is not 3 or 4. 
The students need to experiment with their boards di-
vided into thirds and fourths until they find a common denom-
inator for 1/3 and 1/4. The experimentation might begin by 
placing green rubber bands between the red bands on the board 
showing thirds. These green bands., as shown in Figure 28., 
page 37., are placed so that each 1/3 is divided into 2 equal 
parts. Now the board is divided into 6 equal parts and 1/3 
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of the board contains 2 or the equal parts. Thus 1/3 = 2/6. 
BUt 1/4 cannot be changed into sixths as students can see when 
green bands are placed on the board showing fourths. Ee.ch 1/4, 
when divided into 2 equal pieces becomes 2/8 instead of 2/6. 
Thus it can be seen tram the boards that the common denominator 
tor 1/3 and 1/4 is not 6 or a. The experimentation may continue 
I .,, I I I • I Y, l v. I I • I v, - ¥, 
I .,., I I 1 - [ V91 Y•l. J I I I I .,., • .,,,,, 
Figure 28 
by using the board showing fourths as illustrated in Figure 29. 
Each 1/4 can be divided into 3 equal parts by placing 2 green 
rubber bands on each 1/4. As can be seen, the whole board is 
I ,,., I I I I - j;.i~ I I l v., "'~ 
I I I I· .. L 
• 
'/1 - : i'i i'i;; ' 
'I:, 
~ 
'l/1 L 
Figure 29 
then divided into twelfths and each l/3 has 3/12 in it. Now 
green bands are placed on the board showing thirds to see if 
the 1/3 pieces can be made into 1/JP pieces. As can be seen 
atter experimentation and in Figure ~9., 1/3 = 4/12. Thus., 
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1/3 and 1/4 have a common denominator of 12. As shown 1n 
Figure 301 1/3 ./- 1/4 = 4/'12 ./- 3/12 = 7/12. The student bas 
discovered by actual experimentation with the boards that 12 
is the common denominator of 1/3 and 1/4. 
1/3 l/4 = 4/12 ./- 3/l.2 = 7/12 
Figure 30 
Another way to show that 12 is a common denominator in 
the problem 1/3 ./- 1/4 is to use just one cardboard as shown 1n 
Figure .:il. Red rubber bands are -
Figure 31 
placed horizontally across tr board 
to divide it into thirds. Blue 
bands are then placed vertically so 
th t the board is divided into 
fourths. The student can now count 
the number ore ual sized small 
parts on the entire board. Since there are i 9 equal sized 
parts, each part is 1/12 of the whole board. Now the student 
can count the number of twelfths in 1/3 and in 1/4. They will 
find that 1/3 = 4/12 and 1/4 = 3/12. ThUS 12 is the com::ion de-
nominator for 1/3 and 1/4 (1/3 ./- 1/4. 4/12 ./- 3/12 = 7/12). 
The same procedures used 1n showing 1/3 ./- 1/6. 2/6 ./-
1/6 = 3/6 or 1/2 and 1n showing 1/4 f 1/3 = 3/12 ./- 4/12 = 7/'J2 
f 5/8 = 6/8 f 5/8 = 11/8 or 1 ~; 1/5 / 1/3 = 3/15 / 5/15 = 
s/12, 1/6 / 1/9 - 3/ls / 2;1s = 5/ls; 1/s / 1/s f 1/4 = 
3/f;4 f 4/:~4 /. 3/~?4 = lZ,/J,4. Many other- e:::c,mp:::..es sirailar to 
those just listed may be solved by using c 010-'ed rubbe:.1 be.nds 
on cardboards. The students cc:in e:;-;::periment ·with their boards 
m1.til they find 2. co:nr.1cm denomin2:tor for the 1-.mlike fractions 
they 2.re to add. 
Another a.ctivi ty tha.t ,rill hel) the students understand 
how· to find e. conr'.!on denomin2,tor for Ui.""llil:e fr2.ctions involves 
the use of concrete objects such as apJles, oranges, pieces of 
paper, etc. One piece of pa)er can be divided into thirds, 
2.nd 2.nother ~:iece the sa1:1e size c;::,n be divided into sixths. 
Since 1/3 f 1/6 can.riot be added c:.s they stand bece,use each 
fraction re::iresents EI diffe~eent size unit cf mecsure, the:r nust 
be c}.--ie.ng'c'CL to like fract ;_ons 1,;r:L th a cor,1;_Tion denomim:,tor .sc, th2,t 
both fra.ctions represent uni ts of measure of the S?me size, It 
c2_n easily be seen by the student th2.t 1/ · of the !'iece of 
•,,;> .. J ... :"'.~,,. c::i.,11·1.,_0t br-: C~•-.L8.l" 0rr .. A,-.. " .. ··- 1° r.to 1/~.,; O·f '!-.,~_,-c: • ., b ~~-~~- __ , ~ _ -~ _ ~· _ --·= ;1ece 01 pa;8r sc2use 
1/3 is la.rger ti:~2,11 1/C. But 1/3 of t.t:e t:iece of p:.:i..}1er csn be 
m2,de into 2/6 of the paper by cuttin,:i; the 1/3 piece into 2 
e:rue.l pieces. Mow the students can see by actually manipulating 
the parts that 0 pieces each of 1/6 size, eq,J.E·_l to 
1/c. Thus 1/z; = ?/G. In the 1roble~1 1/o f 1/G, 2/3 is subs ti-
tutsd for ths 1/3 to ;et 2/ /- l ;.~. -- - - /3 O:' 1/- , 
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such as 1/4 ./- 1/6; 1/4.;. 1/3; and 1/5 ./- 1/3 may be shown 
by using the same procedure just described . 
A third way or showing how to find a common denominator 
or unlike tractions is to use picture diagrams. In Figure 31, 
1/2 is shown to be equal to 2/4 . So 1/2 ./- 1/4 = 2/4.;. 1/4 = 
3/4 . The example worked in Figure 31 is merely representative 
or many other similar exercises that can be solved with the 
help or pictures. 
~ _ __ .__ a ____ ..__. 
1/2 .;. l/4 = 2/4 ./- 1/4 = 3/4 
1/2 :a 2/4 .;. 1/4 :a 3/4 
• 
1/2 .;. 1/4 = 2/4 ./- . 1/4 = 3/A 
Figure 31 
ir:.to 
1..mlike frc'.Ctio:.s. 
'I'l:.us 
-::-.1//L - __ , .-
t>ose 
1/<? t 1/4 = ,)/4 t 1/4 -
' '. I 1 1 11 lT.tC.C1. r -/ ·:1~ i!1ch = "/~, incJ-:i. 
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This problem, however, can be solved by changing the mixed 
numbers to improper tractions. See Figure 32 1 page 43. The 
improper f'raction 7/4 can be taken from 13/4 leaving 6/4. 
The answer, 6/4 can be changed to its simpler form ot 1 ~ or 
1 i . 
The mathematical process just described 1n subtracting 
1 :5 from 3 1 can be sho'Wll concretely with cardboard and rubber 
4 4 
bands. As illustrated in Figure 331 four boards can be used 
to show 3 i and two boards can be used to show 1 i. Each 
I I I I I I \ I \ ) I l I 1 \ 0 I I I 
4:/4 I- 4/4 I- 4/4 I- 1/4 = ~ 4 
I I I I I u I]] ., 
4/4 I- 3/4 = 7/4 
Figure 33 
board is divided into fourths. The pupils can see by counting 
that 3 t boards is J.i boards and that 1 ~ boards is 7/4 boards. 
Thus 3}: ~ and 1 i = l. Also from the boards showing 1,/4, 
the pupils can see that only 6/4 are left when 7/4 is taken 
from 13/4. The red fourths in Figure 34 on page 45 are the 
7/4 which are taken from the 13/4. The 6/4 left is equal to 
one whole board plus 2/4 or 1/2 of another board. Thus the 
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8/4, which is the answer to the problem sho'Wll 1n Figure 321 on 
page 43, is the same as 1 ~. 
OJ IJ g------~ • • • I I • . ' . ·- --- __ , 
4/4 2/4 2/4 4/4 1/4 
Figure 34 
For a more complete discussion or how mixed numbers are 
changed to improper fract1ons, and how improper fractions are 
changed to mixed numbers, see pages 17-23. 
The borrowing method. Perhaps the word "borrow" should 
not be used in the subtraction process because borrow implies 
that whatever is borrowed will be returned. In subtraction, 
nothing is returned. But because or the s1mplic1 ty of "'-rording 
and because or the general use, the term "borrow" will be used 
1n this paper. 
A review ot the borrowing concept in whole numbers may 
help the student understand the same concept 1n fractions. 
Take the example ot 432 - 143 shown 1n Figure 35. Because 3 
cannot be subtracted from 2, 1 ten 
is changed to 10 ones and added to 
the 2 ones already in the oners 
column to get 12 ones. Three is 
then subtracted from 12 ones. 
432 
- 143 
289 
Figure 35 
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Since 1 or the 3 tens has already been used, there are just 
2 tens left. But because 4 tens cannot be subtracted from 
2 tens, 1 or the 4 hundreds is changed to tens. Four tens 
are now subtracted from 12 tens to get 8 tens. Only 3 hun-
dreds are left after 1 hundred was changed to tens, so 1 
hundred is subtracted from 3 hundred to get 2 hundred. 
The concept of borrowing in subtraction or whole num-
bers may be applied to fractions. The teacher can first show 
that one whole is equal to 2/2 , 3/3, and so on. The concept 
of changing one whole into an improper traction with equal 
numerators and denominators may be made meanin&tul by consid-
ering the meaning or the denominator and the numerator. If 
a whole is divided into 2 equal parts , 2 parts are all that 
can be used. (See Figure 36) A:ny whole is equ.al to an im-
proper fraction with numerator and denominator equal • 
• 
I ., ... 
1 = 2/2 = 3/3 = 4/4 
Figure 36 
Consideration can now be given to examples involving 
the subtraction or a .roper fraction from 1, such as 1 - 2/3. 
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and 25-26. J'ust as 6 x 3 feet= 18 teet, so 6 x 3 fourths= 
18 fourths. Eighteen-fourths can be written as 18/4. Thus 
6 x 3 fourths= 18 fourths which can be written 6 x 3/4 = 
18/4. The student should be allowed to solve several such 
examples in order to discover that the numerator or a frac-
tion is multiplied by the whole number to get the numerator 
of the answer and that the denominator is not changed. In 
the problem 6 x 3/4 = 18/4, the 18 is arrived at by multi-
plying 6 x 3 and the denominator is not changed. 
The use or diagrams is still another way or present-
ing the process or the multiplication or a fraction by a 
whole number. In Figure 43 the number o~ colored fourths 
may be counted to find 18/4. Cardboards and rubber bands 
EBEB EB EB EB 
6 X 3/4: 3/4 /. 3/4 /. 3/4 /. 3/4 /. 3/4 /. 3/4: 18/4 
Figure 43 
may also be used to show the student what hap ens when 3/4 
is multiplied by 6. Six cardboards may be divided into 
fourths. Three-fourths or each board is used. The pupils 
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may count how maey fourths are used on all six boards. They 
of course 'Will find that 18/4 are used altogether. Next the 
pupils can find how many whole boards and what fractional 
part of a board is used 1n 18/4. Figure 44 shows that 6 x 
~/4: 18/4: 4 i = 4 i. 
[DJ [II] [ill [I] [ill] 
6 X 3/4: 3/4 .j. 3/4 ./- 3/4 .j. 3/4 ./- 3/4 ./- 3/4: 
18/4 ill] [I] [I]] Ill] IffI] 
4 ~ or 4 1 
4 2 
Figure 44 
BY participating in addition activities to solve 
multiplication problems, by using a cardboard and rubber bands 
to show what happens in multiplication of fractions, by using 
diagrams to picture the multiplication process, and by chang-
ing the denominator or the traction to a written word, the 
student should be able to discover that the numerator of the 
fraction is multiplied by the whole number and the denominator 
is not changed. 
M'Ultiply1ng a whole number by a fraction. The mechanics 
of multiplying a whole number by a fraction is relatively 
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simple to understand. The answer to 3/4 x 8 is the same as 
8 x 3/4. Most students know that 5 x 4 = 4 x 5 and 'Will be 
able to see that 3/4 x 8 = 8 x 3/4. The numerator of the 
fraction times the whole number equals the numerator of the 
answer and the denominator is not changed. (3/4 x 8: 24/4 = 
6.) 
However, the meaning of 3/4 x 8 is not the same as 8 x 
3/4. Maey students may be able to find the answer to 3/4 x 8 
'Without understanding what the problem means. The problem 
does not mean that 8 is added 3/4 or a time. To solve this 
by' addition is impossible because 8 cannot be added 3/4 ot a 
time. Three-fourths or 8, means that 8 is divided into 4 
equal parts and 3 or those 4 equal parts are being used. In 
solving the problem, the students should first consider what 
1/4 or 8 equals. As shown in Figure 45, 1/4 ot 8 = 2. 
1/4 or a. 2 1/4 ot a. 2 1/4 or a= 2 1/4 ot 8 = 2 
Figure 45 
Three-fourths means that 3 of the 4 equal parts are being 
used, so 3/4 means 3 x 1/4. Since 1/4 or 8 = 2, 3/4 or 8 = 
3 X 2: 6. 
-,"""'\r- "':...,J.. .... 
f5!5 
nur;-:bor sho"'J.ld not be giver: to tl1e stude::-.1ts "h·ithout activities 
c~ivide:1. into 4 equcl grou s. 1~acle, gre..w:. uill hcve _ i-:12.!'bles 
in it. Thres cf the crou~s vill be e~u~l to 3 ~ 2 o~ s. 
Pictures such I"') Q c: .. - shmn1 in Fig1..u~2 the student 
tmderstE·.nc1 th?.t ;~/4 of e, = C. Mrn13r ezaJ~.lss nc:e:3. to be e::-
Jlc.inec h:r 1.;.E:i11€; c:.:increte objects or ricturos to sil.mr the 
:neening of c. frectio:;_1 of e. -;~hole nunber. ':'..':1e 6.sno:-nj_ne.tor of 
the fre.ction tel:::.s us the number c,f -9:_[1..1.2.l ·:::,2.rt.s into -:·hich 
the i:- 0hole n:.11 2bc::- is clividsd. The; size of e2.cb 2 _1..1.2.l grou}.:i 
grou:) is ,squc=:l to ? • Fj_ve x 2 - 10. 
oe.ch eq_ue.l grou,, is not ec:_uE·.l to a ~-hole nnnber 2.s in 2:/4 of 
El. CG.rdboarcL.: uit:i :.."ubber b:,_,;ds nc1.::· b·9 u:ed to il1u.strB.te 
r:/;3 of 4. In Fic;ure 11-.,3, )2.r::;e 5S, ,22.cJ:: c·f 4 bo2.::-c'.s is C-:-d videcl 
into 3 
e.re c:ilcred. The students c2r: t:·er1 co1mt tr~G tl,irds on t:~eir 
bo~rds t~ determine ths ans~~~. One board illustrates 8 of 
the ~) ec~_uc.1..l 
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g of' 1 
3 
g or 1 
3 
g of 1 
3 
g of 1 
3 = 
8/3 = 2 g 3 
2/3 or 4 = 8/3 = 2 ~ 3 
Figure 46 
After solving several similar exercises by using the 
cardboards, the teacher can have the students see if they can 
discover a mathematical rule for findin~ 2/3 of a whole num-
ber. The students should be able to discover that the numer-
ator or the fl-action is multiplied by the whole number and 
the denominator is not changed. That is, 2/3 of 4 = 8/3. By 
participating 1n meaningful activities the student will be 
able to understand the meaning back or the mechanical process 
or multiplying a whole number by a :fraction. Rules discover-
ed by students after participating 1n activities are meaningful, 
while those given by the teacher to be memorized are frequently 
completely devoid of meaning. 
II. MULTIPLICATION WHEN BOTH FACTORS ARE FRACTIONS 
The meaning of multiplying a fraction by a fl-action is 
not understood by many students because they have not 
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participated 1n activities which will help them develop 
meaning . Mar\V teachers merely tell the student to multip~ 
the numerators together to get a new numerator am to multi-
ply the denomi nators together to get a new denominator . 
Frequently, no attempt is made to explain the meaning back 
of the mechanical process . The student is asked to memorize 
a meaningless rule. 
Activities that help the student Utlderstand multi-
plication ot a traction times a f'l'action, cardboards and rub-
ber bands can be used to hel p students understand the meaning 
of multiplying a fraction by a fraction. Take l/2 x l/2, tor 
instance . Fram activities and experiences 1n the multiplica-
tion ot a whole number by a fraction, the student has learned 
that the word nofn means to multiply. Theretore 1/2 x 1/2 
means l/2 ot 1/2 . A cardboard can be divided into 2/2 with 
a red rubber band as 1n Figure 47 • 
"' • r ""' "·- "" v.. ., .,,, -
"" 
t',, 
....___ _ _ ,. ___ __,,............_ ___ ., ___ ,..J 
Figure 47 
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Then 1/2 or 1/2 can be shown by placing a blue rubber band 
the other direction on the board . The fact that 1/2 of 1/2 
is equal to 1/4 of the whole board can then be seen clearly. 
Figure 48 shows that 1/2 of 3/4 = 3/8. The board is divided 
''" .,. S's 
Ye 'le V& 
Figure 48 
a/a 
rs 
into fourths with red bands, 
each fourth is then divided 
in half by placing a blue 
band the other direction 
on the board. Many other 
examples similar to those 
shown 1n Figures 47 on page 57 and Figure 48 given above, 
should be worked by the student . After the students solve 
these exercises on their boards, the teacher can have them 
m-ite dawn all the exercises and answers. For example, 1/2 
of 3/4 = 1/2 x 3/4 = 3/8. By inspection, the rule for multi-
plying a fraction by a fraction can be discovered . The num-
erators are multiplied together to get a new numerator and 
the denominators are multiplied together to get a new denomi-
nator. 
Figure 49 illus-
trates how students can 
use their boards to 
verity the rule they 
discovered. For example, 
to determine that 
Yi• 
P.e 
I 
I ~',a 
~e 
I 
•l,a •/,a 'h a . 
Y/8 ,;;, f/,e 
j 
Figure 49 
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) LJ 1 6 -:i1/r; r::. (;!.Jr:::, 25 
1 
5 ::,: = '" '-' .,:'-_ V = CJ '-' R ._, 
(3) 1 ~ ~, 5 7/4 23/6 161/24: 6 17 .i\. C = ... = lt 6 
Figure 50 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNDERSTANDING THE DIVISION OF FRACTIONS 
Chapter IV explains how the division or fracti ns can be 
made mean1ngful to students in the sixth grade. Many students 
rail to understand the division or tractions because their 
teachers have failed to present the division or fractions 
meaningfully. The rule "invert the divisor and multiply" is 
mechanical in nature and does not give the students any under-
standing or the process or division. The meaning or the 
division or fractions can be developed by using diagrams, 
cardboards with rubber bands, and other concrete materials. 
Then, after the student understands the divi ion or fractions, 
the teacher may present the "inversion method" as a short cut 
to get the answer. 
In solving the problem 3/4 + 1/4, a diagram sim.ilar to 
Figura 54 may be used. The 
problem means how many 1/4 
size pieces are round in 3/4. 
From the diagram, the student 
can count three l/4•s 1n 3/4. 
Thus 3/4 + 1/4 = 3. The same 
' 
..,., 
"" I v, 1 V-, 
3/4 + 1/4: 
Figure 54 
• 
t ''¥ I 
3 
type or diagram as shown in Figure 54 may be used 1n solving 
the following: 2/3 ~ 1/3 = 2; 5/8 + 1/8 = 5; 6/8 + 3/8 = 2; 
and 3/16 + 1/16 = 3. 
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Af'ter solving several problems similar to 3/4 + 1/4 
which have a whole number for a quotient , problems having a 
mixed number 1n the quotient may be introduced. The problem, 
5/8 + 2/8 means how many 2/8 size pieces are found 1n 5/8. 
From the diagram in Figure 55, the student can count two 
.,,. 
I v. J ~. I 1/1 I ve I •/8 I v• I ¥• l va I 
....... 
•I• a/a v~ - a./'a 
Figure 55 
2/8 pieces and 1/2 of another 0 /8 piece 1n 5/8. Therefore, 
5/8 + 2/8 . 2 i. Similar diagrams may be used to solve 6/8 + 
4/8 • 1 ~; 3/4 + 2/4 = 1 t; 7/10 + 3/10 111 2 ~;and~+ Ji. 
2 ~ • 
When several problems involving like fractions have 
been solved by using diagrams like Figure 54, page 6~ and 
Figure 55, the problems with their answers can be written down 
by the pupils as follows: 
3/4 + 1/4: 3 
2/3 + 1/3: 2 
5/8 + 1/8: 5 
6/8 + 3/8. 2 
2/16 + 1/16 = .c. 
5/8 + ~/8 = 2 ~ .... 
6/8 + 4/8 = 1 i or 1 ~ 
I + 2/- = 1 i or 1 ~ 
7/10 + 3/10 = 2 ~ 
19/16 + 5/16 =? g 
of 
l ,::c1 in 
/ /1 .... 
I .• 
,, t:, cliv:Lsion 
i C,Y/'\r' 
- --'s-~ai'~- li::; 
·rotle-0:s: 
+ 1/:' -t l 
5/G + 1/H = 5 + 1 = 5 
/1 
I" I?', 
I 
+ 1/L' ~ l = 
... 
' 
1 .. _1 '.:8 
1 .,,. 1. : ~ ':f OT _ • 
: l ~ 
'7/l,, + /l; 
:mlil:e ctic:1.s 
c cS.i 
:: /1 
'-- ( ----
c solution to ~/4 + 1 /•-, ~/ , 
-~ 
J. 
,-. 1/ 
1 /:·, 
-I, + 1/r = 1 1 
ir 
OTlS 
s>o"cJ.lcl 
r 
cc 
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same diagram may be used to show that 3/4 + 1/2 = 3/4 ~ 2/4 = 
1 t. Thus to solve mathematically 3/4 + 1/2, the fractions 
are changed to like tractions. Then the like fractions in 
3/4 + 2/4 are divided by dividing the numerator ot the dividend 
by the nwnerator of the divisor (3/4 ~ l/2 = 3/4 + 2/4 = 3 + 2 = 
1 ! .) 
w,, 
•/i I ''" I .,,, 'I f.,., I 
I 
•/2.. I "' ., ., .. 1-----1 
J./-, Va .I a/~ 
3/4 + 1/2 : i.)/4 ~ 2/ .. : 3 + 2 
Figure 56 
= 1 l 
2 
Shown 1n Figure 57 is the diagram so1u~1on to 2/3 + 
1/5. In order to find how many l/5ts are in 2/3, a common 
denominator is tound. The 2/3 and the 1/5 are changed to 15ths 
&/3 d .;~ 
l I I I I I I I 
"· I .,. 
I •Is I 4----1 Y.1 • •Is 
.:t'i, .Sh$ .J/41' •/a •F "'s 
2/3 + l/5 = 10/15 + 3/15: 10 ~ 3 
Figure 57 
I I 
= 3 ! 
3 
;, .. I 
. I 
I 
1 ;~; + -L. •-' 
--:,.... ..... ,-, 
-'~ ...J ·__, '· 
-t J_/ e. 
- / ' 1 /c-
- I -t ~I 
_ 1:·,/1s .... - ,...,., ...,_._.. . 
+- -. 
:,._., - Q-lv,-,, - ~-!.. \ ,_,. 
:-:;·r: 
_, --
!~ / '" 1 ;,:, 
- i + ~l ' 
' /,·, .... 1 / /', 
--; . .: 
1 /:.:., -t- .J..,,'. 
, Io .L 1 /.1 -= 
I ..... , • --1 -
. '/.__~_ 
I , .• 
_··, /,.1 + I ~-
,,--;, / ;" 
•--· I -· 
':; ,/n,, ';· ~ /,. ' 
GG 
1 , ; /1 :: 
-··1 .....,_ 
~. rnJ.!.il-
·-,~ .. :_s 
l 
: /~1. ...& 
'I , • 
ju::;t 
list C2E 
i--:' + / = 1 ()l,... l l 
the student srculc1 
ID t::,e :::cotlem, 
:: ,1,1. .a. , i:--:O 
• .L/ "·', the frsctions ~~e to co~~on denomin2tcr 
of~ to get 3/~ + 1/S = ~/4 + s;~ r· .en :, is 6.i vic~ecl by ::-: to 
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Figure 58 where 1 ~ is divided by 2/8 . The problem means how 
many 2/8 pieces are found in 1 i. Since 1 ~. 9/8 as shown 
't = .,. -----
I l I ! I l ~1 I J 
1 ~ + 2/8 = 9/8 + 2/8. 9 + 2 = 2 ~ 
Figure 58 
in the Figure, the problem b comes how many 2/8 pieces are 
found in 9/8. From the diagram, the pupil can find by counting 
that there are four 2/8 pieces and 1/2 of another /8 piece in 
9/8; thus 1 ~ • 2/8 = 9/8 + 2/8 = 9 + 2. 4 ~. 
The problem 1 i + 1/2 is pictured 1n Figure 59. The 
1 i is the same as 5/4. Thus 1 t + 1/2 = 5/4 + 1/2. How 
--------- 1 i or 5/4-
I I 1 
--·. --· -~ ,, ... 
11 .. 1/2 = 5/4 + 1/2 - 5/4 + 2/4 = 5 + 2 = 2 ~ 
Figure 59 
r:, // .. ~ 
·--· I c. • 
solv,::c: 
t 1,,/;-? = 
= 5 + 2 
suclJ 2~ 1 1 + 6 
to those 
s 
' 
J.• ·~ J..:.. 
tics·l solntio:'.S cen be c":isc 
1 
,,~ 
I J 
' " 
n:ixec~ nUJ.Yb er 
r::, I,. = a/ r:~ -t 1/;-::> = f'.'·/·'· C, ••• -t 
= l~ + 
.It 
., I ' -· i· -ce ~ ' ~) \::,' - l.,., r:,/r. •• ._ I L..,::.. 
tbst 1 ~ + 1/2 = 
/l,_ 
, Ce'.11 be 
= r/ + l]_ = l Q 
Li 
= 18 + 3 = 6 
a co:mmon denor:1in2.tor is The like fractions a e th8n 
divic:.ed b:, dividing the nu.mereto:r o:: t the num-
cr2.tor of di vi:::o:-. 
T!hen rt whol0 nu.-rnber is divided by a ).:rope:~ fr2.ction, 
the ·whole nu:mb'.n" can be cha.ngcc: to 2,n irn1ro1)er fraction th 
the s2J11e denominator 2-s the di visor. For instance, 
to 4/2 eaS shmm in Fifure 6C, ~hen 2 + 1/2 = 4/2 + 
1/2 = .:_1 + 1 = I;, • 
I ., .... 
.2 C J. 
& 
.,._ 
2 + 1/2 = 4/2 + 1/2 • 4 + 1 = 4 
Figure 60 
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In Figure 61, 3 is divided by 1/4. The 3 wholes= Jif . Then, 
3 + 1/4. ~ + 1/4. 12 + 1 = 12. 
3 • ,,1, 
3 + 1/4: 12/4 + 1/4: 12 + 1: 12 
Figure 61 
Another way or showing that 2 + 1/2 = 4 and 3 + 1/ 4 = 
12 is to first consider 1 + 1/2 and 1 + 1/4. As seen in 
Figure 62, page 70, 1 + 1/2 = 2 and 1 + 1/4 = 4. 
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., ... . ,.._ ., .... 
1 + 1/2 = 2 1 + 1/2 = 2 
2 + 1/2: 2 X (1 + 1/2): 2 X 2 = 4 
1 + 1/4 = 4 1 + 1/4. 4 1 + 1/4: 4 
3 + 1/4 = 3 X (1 + 1/4): 3 X 4: 12 
:p:igure 62 
Since 2 is 2 x 1, then 2 + 1/2 is~ x (1 + 1/2) or 2 x 2. 4. 
Similarly, 3 ts 3 x 1, so 3 + 1/4 = 3 x (1 + 1/4) or 3 x 4 = 12. 
Figure 63 shows 3 + 2/3. First consider 1 + 2/3. There 
are, as seen 1n the figure, 1 i two-thirds in 1 vhole. Since 
3 = 3 x 1, 3 + 2/3 • 3 x (1 + 2/3) or 3 x 1 ~ = 4 i. 
[ I l 
• 1.,..,. ~.· • I I I I • IVs ........ I/a. - ..,, 'a./!,. '•-' 'rs 
1" 2/3: 1 ~ 1 -f 2/3 SI 1 i 1 + 2/5 = 1 l 2 
3 + 2/3: 3 X (1 + 2/3): 3 X 1 ~: 4 ~ 
Figure 63 
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When the "inversion method" of dividing fractions is 
introduced, exercises involving a whole number divided by a 
fraction may be used to help the student see that a division 
problem may be solved by multiplying the dividend times the 
divisor inverted. For instance as can be seen in Figure 62, 
page 70, 2 • 1/2 = 2 x 2 = 4 and 3 + 1/4 = 3 x 4: 12. Also 
Figure 63, page 7 J, shows that 3 • 2/3 = 3 x 1 i = 3 x 3/2 = 
4 i. BY studying diagrams similar to these two figures, the 
student should be able to understand that it is possible to 
solve a division problem in fractions by multiplying the 
dividend by the inverted divisor. 
Up to this point, 1n Chapter IV, only problems involving 
the measurement concept of division have been considered. The 
problem 3/4 + 1/4 means how many l/4•s are contained in 3/4. 
This is a measurement concept in diTision. Other problems in-
volving the same measurement concept are: 
5/8 + 2/8 means how many 2/8 • s are found in 5/8 
3/16 + 1/16 n " " l/16•s" " " Z/16 
3/4 + l/2 " n " l/2•s " " " 3/4 
1 ~ + 2/8 n n " 2/8ts " " n 1 § 
3 + 1/4 " " n l/4•s n " " 3 
However, the measurement concept in division does not 
apply to problems such as 1/2 ~ 2; 2/3 • 3; 1/3 + 4; etc. To 
explain the meaning of these problems, the partition concept 
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or division must be used. The partition concept applied 1n 
these problems is as follows: 
1/2 + 2 means that l/2 is divided into 2 equal parts. 
What is the size of each par~ 
2/3 + 3 means that 2/3 is divided into 3 equal parts. 
what is the size of each part? 
1/3 ~ 4 means that 1/3 is divided into 4 equal parts. 
What is the size of each part? 
'When solving problems involving the partition concept, 
diagrams, cardboards with rubber bands, and other concrete 
and semi-concrete material can be used to illustrate the mean-
ing involved in the problems. Figure 64 illustrates 1/2 + 2. 
The whole rectangle is divided into halves by the blue verticll 
line. Now each or these halves is divided into 2 equal parts 
as sho"Wil by the red horizontal 
line. Thus by counting, the 
student can find that '?./2 -t 2 = 
2/4 or 1/2. But when 1/2 is 
divided into 2 equal pieces, 
each piece is l/4 of the whole 
rectangle as shown by the blue 
diagonal lines. Therefore, 
1/2 ~ 2 = 1/4. 
¥&. ___ ,.. 
Figure 64 
Diagrams similar to Figure 64 can be used to solve 2/3 + 
3; 1/4 + 3; and any other exercise involving a proper fraction 
divided by a whole number. 
The problem 1/3 + 2/3 has a divisor larger than the 
dividend. To help the students understand the meaning of 
this kind of exercise, the following division exercises in-
volving whole numbers should be solved first: 
16 + 2 = a. How many 21s are there in 16? 
16 + 4: 4. How many 4ts are there in 16? 
16 + 8. 2. How many a•s are there in 16? 
16 + 16 = 1. How many 16•s are there in 16? 
16 + 32 = ~ = 1/2. Sixteen is what part of 32? 
16 + 64 a ~ = 1/4. Sixteen is what part of 64? 
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until the divisor becomes larger than the dividend, each example 
asks, "how many of a certain quantity are in 16?" But when 16 
is divided by 32, the meaning changes from how many 3~•s are in 
16 to, 16 is what part of 32? Since 32 is larger than 16, 
there cannot be 1 whole 32 in 16. Therefore, the question be-
comes, 16 is what fractional part of 32. The problem, 16 + 32 
is then solved by writing it as a fraction,~ which can be 
reduced to 1/2. Thus, 16 is 1/2 of 32. 
The exercies 1/3 -t 2/ · is similar in me~ning to 16 + 32. 
Each exercise has a divisor larger than the dividend. Just as 
16 + 32 means 16 is what pa. t of 32, so 1/3 + 2/3 means 1/3 is 
what part of 2/3. Figure 65, page 74, shows that 1/3 + 2/3 = 
1/2, since 1/3 is 1/2 of 2/3. 
other problems such as 3/5 + 
4/5, 1/4 + 3/4, and 3/8 + 5/8 can 
be solved by using pictures similar 
to the one shmm in Figure 65. After 
the solutions have been discovered by 
using cardboards and rubber bands, 
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I 'hf z-1. 
1/3 is 1/2 of r/3 
Figure 65 
pictures, etc; the solutions can be summarized as follows: 
1/3 • 2/3 = 1/2 
3/5 + 4/5 : 3/4 
1/4 + 3/4 = 1/3 
3/8 + 5/8 = 3/5 
From this summarizing list, the student should see that when 
like fractions are divided, the answer can be obtained by 
dividing the numerator of the dividend by the numerator of 
the divisor as is shown:below: 
1/3 + 2/3: 1 + 2 = 1/2 
3/5 + 4/5 : 3 + 4 : 3/4 
1/4 + 3/4: 1 + 3: 1/3 
3/8 + 5/8 = 3 + 5 = 3/5 
This rule for dividing like fractions by dividing the numera-
tor of the dividend by the numerator of the divisor, has al-
ready been used when the divisor of tle like fractio sis 
smaller than the dividend. For instance, 3/4 • l/4 = 3 + 1. 
3. 
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Thus, unlike :fractions 11th divisors l·rg rt an the 
dividends may be solved by first changing the unlike fractions 
to like fractions and then by 
d1v1di'1g the numerator of the 
dividend by the numerator or 
the di visor. As shown in 
Figure 6, 1/4 -t 7/8 = 2/8 + 
7/8: 2 + 7 = 2/7. The ex-
ercise, 1/4 + 7/8 means that 
1/4 is 2/7 of 7/8 
Figure 66 
1/4 is 'What part of 7/8! Since 1/4. 2/8, the exercise is 
asking what part 2/8 is of 7/8. The shaded part of the dia-
gram is 2 or the 7 equal parts of 7/8. From Figure 66, it 
can be seen that 1/4 + 7/8 does not equal 1 + 7. The 1/4 
needs to be changed to 8ths so that 2/8 + 7/8 = 2 + 7 = 2/7. 
The "inversion method" of dividing fractions by in-
verting the divisor and multiplying should be introduced only 
arter the students have a thorough understanding of the di-
vision process. Then when the students understand the divi-
sion process by using concrete and semi-ccm.crete material, as 
has been described earlier in this chapter, the "inversion 
method" may be introduced as a short cut when dividing frac-
tions. As explained on page 70, exercises involving whole 
numbers divided by a fraction may be used when introducing 
the "inversion method." For example, a diagram similar to 
Figure 63, page 70, may be used to solve 3 + 2/3 = 4 i. 
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Then the teacher can show that 1 + 2/3 = 1 ~ . Three is r x 1. 
Therefore, 3 • 2/3: 3 x (1 ~ 2/3) = 3 x 1 ~ = 3 x ~. ~. 4 ~. 
By inspection, the students can be sho'Wll that 9/3 inverted is 
3/2. Thus 3 + 2/'6 can be solved by inverting 2/3 and multi-
plying 3 X 3/2. 
A number of exercises need to be solved by usinr, sev-
eral different solutions. For instance, 4/5 • 2/5 can be 
solved by using a diagram as shown in Figure 67. Also by 
..----4/5 .. 
4/5 + 2/5: 2 
Figure 67 
using the "common denominator method" 4/5 + 2/5 can be solved. 
(4/5 • 2/5 = 4/2 = 2) Then 4/5 + 2/5 can be solved by using 
the "inversion method" as follows: 4/5 + 2/5 = g x:::.: !8 = 2. 
All three solutions should be compared and it will be seen 
that the same answer is obtained by using any of the three 
methods. By using diagrams and other semi-concrete materiels 
along with the "inversion method" the student should see that 
the "inversion method" is merely a quick method for solving 
problems involving the division of fractions . 
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However, the teacher needs to be sure that the meaning 
of the division process is understood by the student before 
the "inversion method" is introduced, because the "inversion 
method" is mechanical 1n nature and is not easily tmderstood 
by the pupil. The pupil needs concrete and semi-concrete 
activities to lay a foundation of meaning so that the division 
of fractions can be understood. 
The examples used 1n Chapter IV are illustrative of 
similar activities which teachers can use to make the division 
of fractions meaningful to pupils. 
CONCLUSION 
As the author has expressed throughout this aper, 
fractions can be ma.de meaningful to sixth grade students by 
using concrete and semi-concrete activities. By using con-
crete and semi-concrete activities similar to those described 
in the ~receding chapters, the students can discover for them-
selves concepts used in the fundamental rocesses. ·Then a 
concept is discovered by a student who is using concrete 
activities, that concept will probably be understood by that 
student. 
The activities described 1n this paper for teaching the 
fundamental processes with ~ractions are merel representative 
of many activities that can be used 1n a classroom by a re-
sourceful teacher. No major effort was made to present the 
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material 1n a sequential order. It is hoped that teachers 
who read this paper ,rill adapt the ideas presented to : it 
their own teaching situation. The activities described can 
be adapted to sup1,lement any basic textbook 1n arithmetic . 
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